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Optimal Spatial Signal Design for mmWave Positioning
Under Imperfect Synchronization
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Abstract—We consider the problem of spatial signal design for
multipath-assisted mmWave positioning under limited prior knowledge on
the user’s location and clock bias. We propose an optimal robust design
and, based on the low-dimensional precoder structure under perfect prior
knowledge, a codebook-based heuristic design with optimized beam power
allocation. Through numerical results, we characterize different position-
error-bound (PEB) regimes with respect to clock bias uncertainty and show
that the proposed low-complexity codebook-based designs outperform the
conventional directional beam codebook and achieve near-optimal PEB
performance for both analog and digital architectures.

Index Terms—Signal design, mmWave positioning, synchronization.

I. INTRODUCTION

In 5G mmWave systems, in addition to time-of-arrival (TOA)
measurements, the ability to estimate angles-of-arrival (AOAs) and
angles-of-departure (AODs) has been introduced [1], which provides
additional geometric information, increases multipath resolvability and
enables the exploitation of reflected propagation paths to improve posi-
tioning, in contrast to sub-6 GHz systems. Based on the combination of
TOA, AOA and AOD measurements, joint positioning and synchroniza-
tion with a single BS can be realized under multipath conditions [2].
In contrast to positioning signals in time and frequency [3, Section
7.4.1.7], spatial positioning signals are inherently directional and thus
mainly meaningful under a-priori information about the location of the
user equipment (UE), which can be obtained in a tracking scenario [2],
[4]. Conventional spatial signal design at the BS involves a set of
directional beams (e.g., from a DFT codebook), where the reported
received power at the UE reveals a coarse AOD information [5].

With the advent of digital and hybrid arrays, more refined spatial
designs that boost localization performance become possible [6]–[8].
In [6], the authors adopt the Cramér-Rao bound1 (CRB) as a design
criterion and optimize the AOA and AOD accuracy under pure line-
of-sight2 (LOS) propagation by exploiting prior knowledge on UE
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1The CRB is a meaningful criterion in the presence of a priori location

information, as then fine beams can be used with high SNR.
2Here, LOS refers to the presence of only a geometric direct path between

BS and UE, while non-line-of-sight (NLOS) refers to the case with additional
propagation paths, where the LOS path may or may not be present.

location. Similarly, [7] proposes an iterative signal design approach
to minimize the CRB on location estimation in the presence of both
LOS and NLOS paths, which requires multiple rounds of localization
and signal optimization, thus causing significant overhead. The studies
in [6], [7] share two major limitations, namely, (i) the high-complexity
of the unconstrained design (i.e., without a specific codebook), and
(ii) the impractical assumption of perfect synchronization between BS
and UE [2]. To address such limitations, [8] considers a mmWave
localization setup with clock offset between BS and UE, and designs
codebook-based spatial signals containing only conventional direc-
tional beams. However, the prior approaches to signal design [6]–[8]
leave undiscovered whether (i) novel codebooks with alternative beams
in addition to directional ones can be devised to improve accuracy over
standard codebooks, (ii) the localization performance of codebook-
based designs can approach that of unconstrained ones, and (iii) analog
beams can achieve similar performance to digital ones.

With the goal of tackling the above issues, we consider the design
of both unconstrained and codebook-based spatial signals for 5G and
beyond 5G multipath-assisted mmWave positioning under limited prior
knowledge on UE location [2], [4], [6] and imperfect synchronization in
analog and digital arrays. Our main contributions are: (i) We derive the
structure of the optimal spatial signals under perfect prior knowledge on
the UE location [9], establishing an insightful connection to monopulse
radar [10]; (ii) Inspired by the low-dimensional structure of these
optimal signals, we propose a novel low-complexity codebook-based
design under imperfect prior knowledge, involving both directional
and derivative beams, and an optimal unconstrained design; (iii) We
characterize different position-error-bound (PEB) regimes with respect
to clock bias uncertainty, providing practical guidelines on which spatial
signal to use under different levels of synchronization; (iv) We show
that the proposed low-complexity codebook can be implemented in an
analog architecture, outperforms the codebook with only directional
beams [8], and attains the upper bound specified by the unconstrained
design.3

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Signal Model: Consider a MIMO-OFDM mmWave downlink com-
munications scenario with a BS and a single UE (as in [6]–[8]), equipped
with NTx and NRx antennas, respectively. Having an architecture
with the capability of transmitting scaled and phase-shifted versions of
signal across the different antennas4, the BS transmitsM identical pilot
frames sequentially, where each frameS ∈ CK×L consists ofLOFDM
symbols withK subcarriers, each representing a time-frequency comb
pattern [1], [3]. Assuming that the mth pilot frame is precoded by
a vector fm ∈ CNTx×1 for m = 0, 1, . . . ,M − 1, the received signal
vector at the UE over the kth subcarrier of the �th symbol in the mth

frame can be expressed as [6]

yk,�,m = WHHkfmsk,� + nk,�,m, (1)

for k = 0, . . . ,K − 1, � = 0, . . . , L− 1, where W ∈ CNRx×NRF is
the analog combining matrix at the UE, withNRF denoting the number
of RF chains, sk,� = [S]k,� is the pilot symbol on the kth subcarrier
of the �th symbol, Hk ∈ CNRx×NTx is the channel matrix at the kth

3In other words, incorporating derivative beams into the proposed codebook
enables closing the performance gap between the unconstrained design and the
codebook-based design.

4This architecture is called digital throughout the paper for the sake of
simplicity (though it is sufficient to employ analog active phased arrays with
controllable amplitude per antenna, since only single-stream pilots are consid-
ered). In addition, analog architectures refer to standard analog passive arrays
with no amplitude control per antenna.
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Fig. 1. 2D geometric model of mmWave MIMO positioning setup with known
BS position q, unknown UE location p and orientation ψ, and unknown
incidence point location rg .

subcarrier, given by

Hk =

G−1∑
g=0

αg e
−j2πkΔfτgaRx(φg)a

T
Tx(θg), (2)

and nk,�,m ∼ CN (0, σ2I) is additive white Gaussian noise. Here, Δf
is the subcarrier spacing,G denotes the number of paths,αg , τg ,φg and
θg are the complex channel gain, delay, AOA and AOD of the gth path,
respectively, and aTx(θ) ∈ CNTx×1 and aRx(φ) ∈ CNRx×1 denote the
array steering vectors at the BS and UE, respectively.

System Geometry: We consider a 2D positioning setup (see Fig. 1)
where the BS and UE are located at q = [qx, qy]

T ∈ R2×1 and p =
[px, py]

T ∈ R2×1, respectively, and the orientation of the UE is denoted
by ψ ∈ [0, 2π). We assume that q is known, while p and ψ are
unknowns to be estimated from (1), as in [11], [12]. For the channel
model, g = 0 represents the LOS path, while g ≥ 1 correspond to the
NLOS paths. Each NLOS path is associated with an incidence point
with unknown location rg = [rg,x, rg,y]

T ∈ R2×1. According to the
system geometry, the angles can be expressed as

θg>0 = atan2(rg,y − qy, rg,x − qx), (3)

θ0 = atan2(py − qy, px − qx), (4)

φg>0 = atan2(py − rg,y, px − rg,x)− ψ, (5)

φ0 = θ0 − ψ, (6)

with atan2(y, x) denoting the four-quadrant inverse tangent. The path
delays are given by

τg>0 = (‖q− rg‖2 + ‖rg − p‖2)/c+Δt, (7)

τ0 = ‖p− q‖2 /c+Δt, (8)

where c is the speed of propagation and Δt is the clock bias between
the BS and UE, modeled as Δt ∼ p(Δt).

Problem Description for Spatial Signal Design: Our problem of
interest for mmWave spatial signal design is to find the optimal (ana-
log, hybrid, or digital) precoder F � [f0 . . . fM−1] ∈ CNTx×M that
maximizes the accuracy of estimation of UE location p in a setup
where also the orientation ψ, the clock bias Δt and the incidence point
locations {rg}G−1

g=1 have to be estimated. The input data for the estimator
are the observations {yk,�,m}∀k,�,m in (1), collected over M beams
each employing L symbols withK subcarriers, together with the prior
knowledge5 on p, {rg}G−1

g=1 and Δt. Since the BS has no control over
the UE, W is assumed to be fixed and not subject to optimization.

5The prior information can be obtained via joint tracking of UE and incidence
point positions and clock bias [2], [6]. The prior knowledge on p and {rg}G−1

g=1
will be described in Sec. III-C, while the effect of Δt on PEB will be introduced
in Sec. III-A.

III. SPATIAL SIGNAL DESIGN FOR MMWAVE POSITIONING

In this section, we derive the CRB based performance metric for
position estimation, and propose unconstrained and codebook-based
strategies to design spatial signals.

A. CRB-Based Performance Metric

The channel and location domain unknown parameter vec-
tors are given by η = [θT ,φT ,αT

R,α
T
I , τ

T ]T ∈ R5G×1 and η̃ =
[pT , ψ, rT ,αT

R,α
T
I ,Δt]

T ∈ R(4G+2)×1, respectively, where
θ = [θ0, . . . , θG−1]

T , φ = [φ0, . . . , φG−1]
T , αR =

[�{α0}, . . . ,�{αG−1}]T , αI = [�{α0}, . . . ,�{αG−1}]T , τ =
[τ0, . . . , τG−1]

T and r = [rT1 , . . . , r
T
G−1]

T . The Fisher information
matrix (FIM) J ∈ R5G×5G of η can be computed from the signal
model in (1) using the Slepian-Bangs formula [13, Eq. (15.52)] as

[J]i,j =
2
σ2

K−1∑
k=0

L−1∑
�=0

M−1∑
m=0

�
{
∂ȳH

k,�,m

∂ηi

∂ȳk,�,m

∂ηj

}
(9)

for i, j = 0, . . . , 5G− 1, where ȳk,�,m = WHHkfmsk,�.
Since our focus is on the positioning performance, we derive the

FIM J̃ ∈ R(4G+2)×(4G+2) of η̃ as

J̃ = TTJT+ Jprior, (10)

where TTJT and Jprior represent the FIMs derived from the obser-
vations and the prior knowledge, respectively, and the transformation
matrix T ∈ R5G×(4G+2) can be expressed as the Jacobian [T]i,j =
∂[η]i/∂[η̃]j . Since only the clock bias is assumed to be random in η̃,
we have [Jprior](4G+2,4G+2) = Jclk ≥ 0, derived from p(Δt), and all
other entries of Jprior are zero [12]. To quantify the position estimation
accuracy, we adopt the PEB as our performance metric, which can be
computed via [11], [12]

PEB(F; η̃) =
[
tr
(
[J̃−1]0:1,0:1

)]1/2
. (11)

As seen from Appendix A, the FIM J̃ and the PEB in (11) are functions
of the precoder F employed by the BS.

B. Optimal Signal Design With Perfect Knowledge

The PEB depends on the deterministic unknown parameters in η̃
(i.e., p, ψ, r, αR and αI). In this part, we assume perfect knowledge of
these parameters and formulate the signal design problem accordingly.
In Sec. III-C, we will focus on robust signal design in the presence of
uncertainties in η̃. Under perfect knowledge of η̃, the signal design
problem with a total power constraint Ptot can be formulated as

min
F

PEB(F; η̃) s.t. tr
(
FFH

)
= Ptot/(KL). (12)

Using change of variables X = LFFH , (12) can be relaxed to (by
removing the constraint rank(X) =M ) [14, Ch. 7.5.2]

min
X,u

1Tu

s.t.

[
J̃(X) eb

eT
b ub

]
	 0, b = 0, 1, tr (X) =

Ptot

K
,X 	 0, (13)

where u = [u0, u1]
T is a newly introduced auxiliary variable and eb

is the bth column of the identity matrix. It can be observed from
Appendix A and (10) that J̃(X) is a linear function of X [6], [9], which
implies that (13) is a convex semidefinite program (SDP) [14, Ex. 3.26]
and thus can be solved via standard convex optimization tools.6 The

6Using the covariance matrix X ∈ CNTx×NTx obtained from the relaxed
problem in (13), an approximate precoder F ∈ CNTx×M can be recovered by
using randomization procedures [15].
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Fig. 2. Uniform linear array (ULA) beampatterns of the directional beam
aTx(θ), the digital derivative beam ȧTx(θ) and the analog derivative beam
˜̇aTx(θ) for θ = 0 with NTx = 32 antennas. Intuitively, the directional beam
provides the required SNR for position estimation, while the derivative beam
helps the UE to best identify small deviations from the boresight direction, like
in monopulse radar, as evidenced by its sharp curvature around the boresight.
High-precision tracking of UE involves weighted combination of directional and
derivative beams.

following proposition provides the structure of the precoder covariance
matrix for the relaxed problem in (13).

Proposition 1: The precoder covariance matrix X� obtained as the
solution to the relaxed problem in (13) can be expressed as

X� = UTxΛUH
Tx, (14)

where Λ ∈ C2G×2G is a positive semidefinite (PSD) matrix
and UTx � [ATx ȦTx]

∗, ATx � [aTx(θ0) . . . aTx(θG−1)], ȦTx �
[ȧTx(θ0) . . . ȧTx(θG−1)], with ȧTx(θ) � ∂aTx(θ)/∂θ.

Proof: See Appendix B.
Proposition 1 can significantly reduce the computational burden of

solving (13) since the optimization can equivalently be performed over
Λ ∈ C2G×2G instead of X ∈ CNTx×NTx . Note that due to channel
sparsity in mmWave [16], we usually have G� NTx. Hence, we
propose to solve the following equivalent convex problem:

min
Λ,u

1Tu s.t.

[
J̃(Λ) eb

eT
b ub

]
	 0, b = 0, 1,

tr
(
UTxΛUH

Tx

)
=
Ptot

K
,Λ 	 0. (15)

Based on Proposition 1, it is worth highlighting the remarkable con-
nection between mmWave positioning and monopulse radar [10]. Pre-
cisely,ATx and ȦTx correspond to sum and difference beams employed
in monopulse radar for target tracking with high precision. In the context
of mmWave signal design, UE can be tracked by using a combination
of directional and derivative beams pointing towards the path AODs.7

The key difference is that a mmWave BS can exploit multipath to enable
positioning under imperfect BS-UE synchronization while monopulse
radar relies on LOS-only tracking with narrow beamwidth (i.e., ATx

and ȦTx contain a single beam in a monopulse system [10]). Fig. 2
illustrates the beampatterns of directional and derivative beams, which
agree with those of sum and difference beams in [10, Fig. 2].

C. Robust Signal Design With Imperfect Knowledge

Assuming that η̃ belongs to an uncertainty region U [6], we propose
two strategies for robust signal design. In practice,U can be determined
from the output of tracking routines, where the means and covariances
of the parameters specify, respectively, the center and the extent of U
[2].

7Note from Appendix B that each beam in F is a weighted combination of
the directional and derivative beams in UTx.

1) Optimization-Based Robust Unconstrained Design: Un-
der imperfect knowledge of η̃, we resort to the worst-case PEB mini-
mization strategy:

min
X

max
η̃∈U

PEB(X; η̃) s.t. tr (X) =
Ptot

K
, X 	 0. (16)

Discretizing U into a uniform grid of N points {η̃n}N−1
n=0 , the problem

in (16) can be reformulated in the epigraph form as

min
X,t,{un,b}

t

s.t.

[
J̃(X; η̃n) eb

eT
b un,b

]
	 0, b = 0, 1, n = 0, . . . , N − 1

un,0 + un,1 ≤ t, n = 0, . . . , N − 1

tr (X) = Ptot/K, X 	 0, (17)

where J̃(X;η̃n) represents the FIM in (10) evaluated at η̃ = η̃n, and t
and {un,b}∀n,b are auxiliary variables. Similar to (13), the problem in
(17) is an SDP and can be solved using convex optimization [17].

2) Codebook-Based Heuristic Design With Optimized Beam
Power Allocation: Due to the presence of multiple grid points
{η̃n}N−1

n=0 , (17) cannot be transformed into a lower dimensional prob-
lem, as in (15). To devise a low-complexity signal design approach
as an alternative to the SDP in (17), we propose a codebook-based
heuristic design inspired by Proposition 1. Specifically, we consider the
following digital and analog codebooks to span the AOD uncertainty
intervals of the different paths:

Fdigital �
[
Fsum Fdiff

]
, Fanalog �

[
Fsum F̃diff

]
, (18)

where Fsum � [Fsum
0 . . . Fsum

G−1], Fdiff � [Fdiff
0 . . . Fdiff

G−1], F̃diff �
[F̃diff

0 . . . F̃diff
G−1], in which

Fsum
g �

[
aTx(θg,0) . . . aTx(θg,Ng−1)

]
, (19)

Fdiff
g �

[
ȧTx(θg,0) . . . ȧTx(θg,Ng−1)

]
, (20)

F̃diff
g �

[˜̇aTx(θg,0) . . . ˜̇aTx(θg,Ng−1)
]
, (21)

for g ∈ {0, . . . , G− 1}. Here, {θg,i}Ng−1
i=0 denote the evenly spaced

AODs covering the uncertainty interval of the gth path, with an angular
spacing equal to 3dB (half-power) beamwidth [18], [19, Ch. 22.10].
Moreover, ˜̇aTx(θ) denotes the best analog approximation (i.e., with
unit-modulus entries) to ȧTx(θ) determined using gradient projections
iterations in [20, Alg. 1]. In (18),Fsum represents a standard directional
beam codebook, while Fdiff and F̃diff are novel derivative codebooks
stemming from Proposition 1. Note that in the regime of large number
of antennas, broader beams than steering vectors should be used to
avoid very large Ng .

Given a predefined codebook with entries F = [f0 . . . fM−1] (with
M = 2

∑G−1
g=0 Ng), each normalized to have the squared norm‖fm‖2

2 =

Ptot/(KLM) ∀m, we consider the optimal beam power allocation
problem in ρ = [ρ0, . . . , ρM−1]

T :

min
ρ,t,{un,k}

t

s.t.

[
J̃(X; η̃n) eb

eT
b un,b

]
	 0, b = 0, 1, n = 0, . . . , N − 1

un,0 + un,1 ≤ t, n = 0, . . . , N − 1

X = LFdiag (ρ)FH , tr (X) = Ptot/K, ρ ≥ 0, (22)

which yields the optimized codebook Fopt =
[
√
ρ0f0 . . .

√
ρM−1fM−1].
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Algorithm 1: Time Sharing Optimization via Power Allo-
cation.

1: Input: Number of symbols per beam L, maximum transmit
power per symbol Pmax.

2: Output: Time sharing factors L0, . . . , LM−1

a) Solve the power allocation problem in (22) with the total
power constraint Ptot = LMPmax, yielding ρ0, . . . , ρM−1.

b) Set the time sharing factors as Lm = �Lρm�,
m = 0, . . . ,M − 1 by rounding to the nearest integer.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

3) Time Sharing Optimization: When the BS transmits at a
maximum power Pmax per symbol, the power allocation formulation
in (22) can be equivalently used to optimize the beam time sharing
factors Lm, ∀m (i.e., the number of times fm is transmitted with a
fixed maximum power) since the expression X = LFdiag(ρ)FH is
valid if Lm = Lρm. To cover such scenarios, we provide a signal
design algorithm for time sharing implementation in Algorithm 1,
where continuous power values are mapped to discrete time sharing
factors.

4) Complexity Analysis: In this part, we analyze the complexity
of the SDPs in (17) and (22). According to [21, Ch. 11], the complexity
of an SDP is given by O(n2

∑C
i=1 m

2
i + n

∑C
i=1 m

3
i), where n is the

number of optimization variables, C is the number of linear matrix
inequality (LMI) constraints, and mi is the row/column size of the
matrix associated with the ith LMI constraint. In (17), we have n =
N 2

Tx + 2 N + 1, C = 2N + 1, mi = 4G+ 3 for i < C and mi =
NTx for i = C. AssumingN � N 2

Tx (which holds in practice, as seen
from Table I) and G� NTx (due to channel sparsity), this yields an
approximate complexity of O(N 6

Tx).
Following similar arguments, the complexity of the SDP in (22) is

roughly given by O(N 3) under the conditions N ≈M (since both
parameters depend on the size of U) and G� N . Clearly, (22) offers
a much more efficient approach to robust signal design than (17) as
N � N 2

Tx in practical scenarios (which will be verified in the next
section through execution time analysis). Moreover, the complexity of
(17) is comparable to that of the unconstrained design in [6, Eq. (23)],
while (22) incurs a similar level of complexity to the codebook-based
design in [8, Eq. (46)].

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

To evaluate the performance of the proposed signal design algo-
rithms, simulations are carried out using the parameters in Table I [8],
[12], where the BS has a uniform linear array (ULA) and the UE
is equipped with a uniform circular array (UCA) so that the PEB
does not depend on its unknown orientation8 ψ [22]. To collect en-
ergy from all directions, the receive combiner is set as W = INRF

[12], which can equivalently be realized by an analog array at the
UE with a DFT codebook over NRx ×M frames. We consider a

8The squared array aperture function (SAAF) [22, Def. 2], which provides
complete characterization of the effect of array geometry on the PEB, is inde-
pendent of the AOA of the incident signal for UCAs [22, Def. 4], meaning that
the PEB is independent of the orientation. However, the UE should still estimate
the orientation as an unknown nuisance parameter for positioning.

Fig. 3. PEB regimes with respect to clock bias uncertainty for the digital
codebook Fdigital, where γ is the reflection coefficient of the NLOS path.

two-path environment (G = 2) with a LOS and an NLOS path9, whose
gains are given, respectively, by |α0| = c/(4πfc‖p− q‖2) and |α1| =
γ c/(4πfc[‖q− r1‖2 + ‖r1 − p‖2]), where γ denotes the NLOS path
reflection coefficient. The phases of the complex gains are assumed
to be uniformly distributed over [−π, π]. Moreover, we explore two
scenarios where the uncertainty in the incidence point location in x and
y directions is taken to be 5m and 0.3m in Scenario 1 and Scenario 2,
respectively, while the uncertainty in UE location is fixed to 0.3m in
both scenarios10. We model the clock bias as p(Δt) = N (Δt; 0, σ2

clk),
with Jclk = 1/σ2

clk [8]. To establish a clear connection between the
clock bias uncertainty σclk and the PEB, σclk will be expressed in
meters instead of seconds.

A. Analysis of PEB Regimes Against Clock Bias Uncertainty

To investigate the positioning performance under different σclk,
Fig. 3 plots the PEBs in Scenario 1 achieved by the digital codebook
Fdigital in (18), optimized using (22), for various values of the NLOS
reflection coefficient γ, along with the PEB curve for γ = 0.1 obtained
by assuming perfect AOD and TOA estimation for the LOS path.11 We
observe that for small σclk (i.e., almost perfect synchronization), the
PEB is mainly limited by the accuracy of the LOS parameters as the
position information can be obtained by utilizing only the LOS path.
In this LOS-limited regime, perfect AOD and TOA information for the
LOS path improves PEB up to its limit determined by σclk, while a
larger NLOS gain γ does not have any effect on PEB. On the other
hand, for high σclk, which is more relevant in practice considering 5G
specifications [23, Table 6.1] (where σclk = 15m is used), a larger γ
improves PEB performance significantly. This is because the LOS path
alone cannot provide sufficient information for positioning due to large
clock bias uncertainty and the NLOS path contributes to synchronizing
the UE clock (and, thus positioning) in this NLOS-limited regime (where
even perfectly estimated LOS parameters do not improve positioning
accuracy). In the absence of an NLOS path (i.e., γ = 0), the PEB grows
unbounded with σclk as the TOA of the LOS path carries almost no
ranging information for high σclk and the AOD information is not
enough to locate the UE.

Finally, we observe a transition region with unit slope that connects
the LOS- and NLOS-limited regimes. In this clock bias prior-limited
regime, perfect LOS information does not improve PEB because σclk

is large enough to dominate the position estimation error, while NLOS
information does not help positioning either because σclk is small

9Due to space limitations, results with higher number of NLOS paths are not
presented. However, the main trends and conclusions will still be valid, with
the difference pertaining to the saturated PEB values [12] in the NLOS-limited
regime (which will be described in Fig. 3).

10N = 36 (resp. 16) points are constructed by combining 9 (resp. 4) incidence
and 4 UE locations, all uniformly distributed in the corresponding uncertainty
regions. As a general guideline, N could be chosen such that the angular sepa-
ration between the grid points in the x− y plane is close to the corresponding
beamwidth, which allows the locations in between the grid points to be covered
by the same set of beams.

11This PEB analysis is needed to better understand the results obtained with
the different signal designs in Sec. IV-B.
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Fig. 4. Worst-case PEBs and relative illuminations of the LOS path for the
considered signal design strategies in Scenario 1 (large incidence location
uncertainty) and Scenario 2 (small incidence location uncertainty). In Scenario 1,
N0 = 2 andN1 = 6 beams are needed to cover the uncertainty region of the UE
and the incidence point, respectively, while we haveN0 = N1 = 2 in Scenario 2.
As observed from the uniform and optimized Fsum curves, the proposed power
allocation in (22) always improves positioning performance.

enough such that the prior information on clock bias becomes much
more significant than the observation-related information coming from
NLOS TOA and AOD estimates. After a certain level of σclk (which
depends on γ), the effect of prior information becomes negligible and
the observation-related information becomes dominant, which yields
the saturated curves in the NLOS-limited regime.

B. Performance of Optimal and Codebook Based Strategies

In this part, we compare the worst-case PEB performances of the
following signal design strategies by setting γ = 0.1:
� Proposed: Optimal robust design in (17), digital and analog

codebooks, Fdigital and Fanalog in (18), optimized via (22).
� Benchmark: Directional beam codebook Fsum [8], optimized via

(22) and with uniform power allocation.
Fig. 4 shows the worst-case PEBs and the relative illuminations

of the LOS path12 for Scenario 1 and Scenario 2. Moreover, Fig. 5
illustrates the beampatterns of the considered strategies in Scenario 1
for two different values of σclk. Finally, the average execution times on
MATLAB for Scenario 1 were found to be 17.3 s (to solve (17)), 3.8 s
(using Fdigital and Fanalog), 3.7 s (using Fsum).

In agreement with the observations in Fig. 3, all strategies experience
the three different PEB regimes with respect to σclk. As expected,
most of the power budget is allocated to illuminate the LOS path in

12For a given precoder F, the relative LOS illumination is calculated
as
∫
θ∈LOS

‖aT
Tx(θ)F‖2

2dθ/
∫
θ∈{LOS,NLOS} ‖aT

Tx(θ)F‖2
2dθ. As the relative

LOS illumination exhibits similar trends for Scenario 1 and Scenario 2, the
results are shown only for Scenario 1.

Fig. 5. Aggregated beampatterns (‖aT
Tx(θ)F‖2

2) of the different strategies
in Scenario 1 for two different levels of σclk. While Fsum maximizes the
SNR towards the UE location for low σclk, it is not positioning-optimal as
the derivative beams in Fdigital and Fanalog are needed for optimality.

TABLE II
GUIDELINES ON WHICH SPATIAL SIGNAL TO USE UNDER DIFFERENT PEB

REGIMES IN FIG. 3

the LOS-limited regime, whereas the NLOS path gets more power
as σclk increases. Additionally, the proposed optimal strategy in (17)
achieves the best performance in all operation regimes and scenarios.
In Scenario 1, the proposed codebooksFdigital andFanalog outperform
the traditional (optimized) codebook Fsum in the LOS-limited regime,
while they achieve almost the same performance in the NLOS-limited
regime. The reason is that although directional beams maximize the
SNR over the specified angular region (see Fig. 5), positioning requires
accurate AOD estimation, which can be enabled by a balanced combi-
nation of directional and derivative beams, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Due to
the relatively small uncertainty in the LOS path compared to the NLOS
path in Scenario 1, Fdigital and Fanalog can provide non-negligible
performance gains overFsum in the LOS-limited regime, whereasFsum

in the NLOS-limited regime can produce beampatterns very similar to
those achieved by Fdigital and Fanalog over a large angular region,
as seen from Fig. 5. This is also corroborated by the PEB results of
Scenario 2, where Fdigital and Fanalog significantly outperform Fsum

in both LOS- and NLOS-limited regimes due to low uncertainty in UE
and incidence point locations.

Comparing the proposed optimal and codebook based strategies, we
see thatFdigital andFanalog exhibit PEB performances very close to the
optimal approach in (17) in most cases, which implies that the proposed
codebooks with optimized power allocation provide near-optimal and
low-complexity solutions to spatial signal design. In addition, for all
regimes and scenarios, the performance gap between Fdigital and
Fanalog is negligible, which suggests that the proposed methods can
be implemented in low-cost analog mmWave architectures without any
loss in positioning accuracy. To summarize the main results, Table II
provides practical guidelines on which spatial signals to use under
different PEB regimes.

C. Performance of Time Sharing Optimization

To validate Algorithm 1, we plot in Fig. 6 the worst-case PEBs
obtained by the power allocation scheme in (22) and the time sharing
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Fig. 6. Power allocation via (22) versus time sharing optimization via Algo-
rithm 1 with respect to L at σclk = 10m for Fdigital in Scenario 1.

scheme defined by Algorithm 1. As expected, with sufficient number
of symbols per beam, time sharing can attain the same performance as
power allocation since the rounding error in Lm = �Lρm� diminishes
as L increases.

V. CONCLUSION

We have tackled the problem of spatial signal design for mmWave
positioning under clock bias and location uncertainties. The proposed
optimization-based robust design and low-complexity codebook-based
heuristic designs are shown to provide significant improvements in
positioning accuracy over traditional methods. As future research, we
plan to investigate extensions to multi-user scenarios.

APPENDIX A
FIM ELEMENTS AS A FUNCTION OF F AND X

Assuming QPSK pilots, i.e., |sk,�|2 = 1, the FIM elements in (9) can
be derived as follows:

[J]i,j =
2
σ2

∑
k,�,m

�
{
s∗k,�f

H
m

∂HH
k

∂ηi
WWH ∂Hk

∂ηj
fmsk,�

}

=
2
σ2

∑
k,�,m

�
{
|sk,�|2tr

(
fmfHm

∂HH
k

∂ηi
WWH ∂Hk

∂ηj

)}

=
2
σ2

K−1∑
k=0

�
{
tr

(
X
∂HH

k

∂ηi
WWH ∂Hk

∂ηj

)}
, (23)

where X � LFFH = L
∑M−1

m=0 fmfHm . It follows from (23) that the
channel domain FIM J in (9) and the position domain FIM J̃ in (10)
are functions of F and X.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

First, we observe from the structure of J in (9) that the dependence
of J on X is only through the following matrices:

AT
TxXA∗

Tx, Ȧ
T

TxXA∗
Tx, Ȧ

T

TxXȦ
∗
Tx. (24)

Following the arguments in [9, Appendix C], it can then be shown that
the columns of the precoder F corresponding to the optimal X� =
FFH of (13) belong to the subspace spanned by the columns of UTx,
i.e., Π⊥

UTx
F = 0, where

Π⊥
UTx

= I−ΠUTx
and ΠUTx

= UTx(U
H
TxUTx)

−1UH
Tx.

Then, the optimal precoder covariance matrix can be expressed as

X� = ΠUTx
FFHΠUTx

= UTxΛUH
Tx (25)

where Λ = (UH
TxUTx)

−1UH
TxFF

HUTx(U
H
TxUTx)

−1.
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